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Why Are StabilizationsDelayed?
By ALBERTO ALESINA AND ALLAN DRAZEN *
When a stabilization has significant distributional implications (e.g., tax increases to eliminate a large budget deficit), socioeconomic groups may attempt
to shift the burden of stabilization onto other groups. The process leading to
stabilization becomes a "war of attrition," each group attempting to wait the
others out and stabilization occurring only when one group concedes and bears
a disproportionate share of the burden. We solve for the expected time of
stabilization in a model of "rational" delay and relate it to several political and
economic variables. We motivate this approach and its results by comparison to
historical and current episodes. (JEL E60, F41)

Countriesoften follow policies which are
recognizedto be infeasible in the long run
for extended periods of time. For instance,
large deficits implyingan explosive path of
government debt are allowed to continue
even though it is apparentthat such deficits
will have to be eliminatedsooner or later. A
puzzlingquestion is why these countriesdo
not stabilize immediately,once it becomes
apparent that current policies are unsustainable and that a change in policy will
have to be adopted eventually. Delays in
stabilizationare particularlyinefficientif the
longer a countrywaits the more costly is the
policy adjustmentneeded to stabilize and if
the period of instabilitybefore the policy
change is characterizedby economic inefficiencies.Fiscal imbalancesare often associated with high and variableinflation;fiscal
stabilizationalso stops inflation.This paper
studies the politico-economicdeterminants
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of delays in the adoption of fiscal adjustment programs.
The literatureon the prestabilizationdynamicsimpliedby an anticipatedfuturestabilization (e.g., Thomas Sargent and Neil
Wallace, 1981; Drazen and Elhanan Helpman, 1987, 1990) assumesthat the timingof
the futurepolicychangeis exogenous.1Since
in these models the long-runinfeasibilityof
currentpolicy is knownfrom the beginning,
what is missingis an explanationof why the
infeasible policy is not abandonedimmediately. Explanationsof the timing of stabilizationbased on irrationality,such as waiting to stabilizeuntil "thingsget reallybad,"
are unconvincing:since the deteriorationin
the fiscalpositioncan be foreseen, the argument depends on countriesthat delay stabilization being more irrationalthan others.
Explanationsthat give a key role to exogenous shocks leave unexplained both why
countries do not stabilize as soon as unfavorable shocks occur and why stabilizations
that are undertakenoften do not seem to
coincidewith significantobservablechanges
in externalcircumstances.2
1In Sargent and Wallace (1981) and Drazen and
Helpman(1987),the timingof stabilizationis deterministic and exogenous;in Drazen and Helpman (1990),
the timingis stochastic,but the distributionof the time
of stabilizationis exogenous.
2See AthanasiosOrphanides(1989) for a model in
whicha rationalgovernmentdelaysa stabilizationprogram to take advantageof more favorableexogenous
circumstances.
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This paper arguesthat the timingof stabilizations and, in particular,their postponement cannot be easily understoodin terms
of models in whichthe policymakeris viewed
as a social planner maximizingthe welfare
of a representativeindividual.On the contrary,heterogeneityin the populationis crucial in explaining these delays. In many
cases, the process leading to a stabilization
can be described as a war of attrition between different socioeconomicgroups with
conflicting distributionalobjectives. Delays
in stabilizationarise due to a politicalstalemate over distribution;stabilizationsoccur
when a political consolidation leads to a
resolutionof the distributionalconflict.
More specifically,even thoughit is agreed
that stabilizationrequiresa change in fiscal
policy to eliminate budget deficits, there
maybe disagreementabout how the burden
of the policy change is to be shared. When
socioeconomicgroupsperceive the possibility of shifting this burden elsewhere, each
group may attempt to wait the others out.
This war of attrition ends, and a stabilization is enacted, when certain groups "concede" and allow their politicalopponentsto
decide on the allocation of the burden of
the fiscal adjustment.Concessionmay occur
via legislative agreement, electoral outcomes, or ceding power of decree to policymakers.
We present a simple model of delayed
stabilizationdue to a war of attrition and
derive the expected time of stabilizationas
a functionof characteristicsof the economy,
includingparametersmeant to capture,in a
roughway, the degree of political polarization. For example, the more uneven is the
expected allocationof the costs of stabilization when it occurs,the later is the expected
date of a stabilization.Hence, if unequal
distributionof the burden of taxationis an
indicatorof political polarization,more politically polarized countries will experience
longer periods of instability.3More institu3The effects of political instabilityon the path of
governmentdebt is studiedin a differentframeworkby
Alesina and Guido Tabellini (1989, 1990), Torsten
Persson and Lars Svensson(1989), and Tabellini and
Alesina (1990).
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tional adaptationto the distortionsassociated with instability also implies later expected stabilization,while partial attempts
to controlthe deficitpriorto a full stabilization may make the expected time of full
stabilizationeither earlier or later. We also
show that, if it is the poor who suffer most
in the prestabilizationperiod, they bear the
largest share of the costs of stabilization.
The distributionof income is also related to
the timing of stabilization.Conditions are
derivedunder which a more unequal distribution of income implies either an earlier
or later stabilization.
Our approachis related to the literature
on dynamicgames between a monetaryand
a fiscal authoritywith conflictingobjectives
(Sargent,1986;Guido Tabellini,1986, 1987;
Michael Loewy, 1988). In that literature,a
war of attritionis played between the fiscal
and monetaryauthorities:an unsustainable
combinationof monetaryand fiscal policies
is in place until one side concedes.4 Our
shift in emphasisto a game between interest groups has several justifications.First,
the assumptionthat the monetaryauthority
is independentof the fiscal authorityis unrealistic for most countries with serious
problems of economic instability. Second,
the difference in the objectivefunctions of
different branches of governmentmay be
related to their representingdifferent constituencies;here, we tackle issues of heterogeneitydirectly.5
The paper is organizedas follows.Section
I summarizessome regularitiesobservedin
a number of stabilizationswhich suggest
using a war of attritionas a model. Section
II presents a stylizedmodel of stabilizations

4David Backus and John Driffill (1985a,b) and
Tabellini (1988) discuss a war of attrition between
tradeunions and a centralbank,leadingto periodsof
inefficientoutcomes.An additionalapplicationof the
war-of-attritionmodel is in the labor-strikeliterature;
for a survey see John Kennan and Robert Wilson
(1988).
5Kenneth Rogoff (1985) suggests that it may be
optimal to appoint a central bankerwith preferences
that do not coincide with social preferences.In this
case, however,the centralbank'spreferencesareknown
by the public,while a war of attritionrequiresuncertaintyabout an opponent'scharacteristics.
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based on the empirical observations and
shows how delays result from individually
rationalbehavior.Section III presents comparative-staticresults on how the expected
date of stabilizationwill differin economies
with differentcharacteristics.The final section suggestsextensions.
I. DelayedStabilizationas a Warof Attrition

No single model can explaineveryepisode
of delay in enactinga macroeconomicstabilization. Historical and current evidence
suggests, however, that in many cases of
instabilitydue to severe fiscal imbalances,it
was disagreementover the allocationof the
burden of fiscal change that delayed the
adoptionof a new policy. We begin by noting common features of the stabilization
process across several episodes, features
which suggest modeling stabilization as a
war of attrition.
1. There is agreement on the need for a
fiscal change but a political stalemate over
how the burden of higher taxes or expenditure cuts should be allocated. In the political debate over stabilization, this distributional question is central.

Sharp disagreementsover allocating the
burdenof payingfor the war were common
in the belligerentcountriesafterWorldWar
I (Alesina, 1988; BarryEichengreen,1990).
For example,in France,Germany,and Italy,
the political struggle over fiscal policy was
not about the need for reducingenormous
budget deficits or the debt overhang, but
over which groupsshould bear higher taxes
to achieve that end. Parties of the right
favored proportional income and indirect
taxes; parties of the left proposed capital
levies and more progressiveincome taxes
(Robert Haig, 1929;CharlesMaier, 1975).
In particular,France in the first half of
the 1920'sis a textbookexampleof a distributional war of attrition. The period
1919-1926 is marked by a high degree of
polarizationof the political debate and by
large swingsin the compositionof the legislature. After it became clear, in the early
1920's, that the German war reparations
would not have solved the French fiscal
problem, the Chamber of Deputies was
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deadlockedfor severalyearsbecause of lack
of agreement on feasible fiscal plans. For
instance, in the fall of 1922 the centrist
Minister of Finance proposed a 20-percent
across-the-boardincreasein the income tax.
The proposal was not approved in the
Chamber,because of the oppositionof both
the Conservativesand the Socialists. The
former proposed an increase in indirect
taxes, which relied mostly on the poor
(Maier, 1975) and a reduction in the progressivityof the income tax. The latter proposed a capital levy, a more progressive
income tax, and reduction in indirect taxation. The lack of a compromiseled to an
18-monthperiod of completefiscal inaction,
which implied a sharp rise in the inflation
rate, capital flight, and speculative attacks
againstthe franc.A conservativetax bill was
not approved until March 1924. This attempted fiscal stabilization was, however,
only temporary.The election of an internally divided "cartel des gauches" in the
springof 1924 initiatedan additionalperiod
of fiscalinstability.An endless debatewithin
the leftist coalition on the impositionof a
capital levy and the consequent fiscal inaction implied a further deteriorationof the
floating-debtproblem.
Britain after the war also faced a large
budget deficit; however, in contrast to the
experience of France, Germany,and Italy,
the dominantposition of the Conservatives
led to a rapid stabilizationby means that
favored the Conservatives'traditionalconstituencies.
Fiscal imbalances reappeared in the
1930's,as a result of the Great Depression.
France, once again, provides an excellent
exampleof a political stalemate due to distributionalconflicts.6After a period of relative politicaland fiscalstability(1926-1932),
the effects of the economic depression on
fiscal revenues generated large budget
deficits(after six years of surpluses)leading
to the reappearance of a large stock of
floating short-term debt (Julian Jackson,

6We are grateful to Barry Eichengreen for pointing
out to us this example.
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1985); in contrast to the 1920's, budget
deficits in the 1930's occurred in a deflationary situation. After six years of Conservative control of government, the left
reported an electoral victory in 1932;
however,the center-left radicalsrefused to
form a coalition with the Socialists. From
1932 to 1936 a series of short-livedcentrist
(or center-left)governmentsfailed to adopt
a coherentfiscalpolicybecause of the opposite political pressures from the Conservatives and the Socialists. The former were
firmlycommittedto the gold standardand
argued for a sharp deflation of nominal
wages and prices with cuts in government
spending and increases in indirect taxation
to eliminate the deficit. The Socialists opposed wage cuts, argued in favor of public
investment to sustain aggregate demand,
and proposed, as in the 1920's,an increase
in the level and progressivityof income taxation and various forms of capital taxation
to eliminate the fiscal imbalance(Jackson,
1985).The long debate over a proposal(opposed by the Socialists and favored by the
Conservatives)for a cut of 20 percent of the
salaries of public employees is emblematic
of the political stalemate.In 1936, the Popular Front gained office, and a few months
later the franc was devalued. Divisions
within the coalition and lack of confidence
in the business communityled to a further
economic deterioration and to the fall of
the government,in 1938. A newly elected
Conservativegovernmentattempteda fiscal
stabilization;it is hard to say whether it
would have succeededor not because of the
outburstof the Second WorldWar. Eichengreen and Jeffrey Sachs (1985) argue that,
because of the delay in abandoningthe gold
standardand the incoherence and inaction
of French economic policy in the 1930's,
this country suffered particularly severe
consequencesof the Great Depression.
Currentexamplesof delayed adjustments
of fiscal imbalances due to political stalemate can be found in both OECD and LDC
countries. Several authors have suggested
that the recent increase in the debt/GNP
ratios in severalOECD economiesis due to
the failure of weak and divided coalition
governmentsto agree on fiscal-adjustment
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programs.7The cases of Belgium, Ireland,
and Italy, the three OECD countries currentlywith the highest debt/GNP ratio are
good examples of this point of view. In
several Latin Americancountries,and particularlyin Argentina, the failure to stabilize in the face of endemic inflation has
gone hand in hand with continued political
polarizationand instabilityand the failure
of any group to consolidateits power effectively (RudigerDornbuschand Juan Carlos
DePablo, 1988). Similarly,in Israel in the
1980's,once the need for sharplyrestrictive
aggregatedemandpolicies to end the inflation was widely accepted, there was still
disagreementover how the burden of restrictive policies would be distributedbetween laborand business.
2. When stabilization occurs, it coincides
with a political consolidation. Often, one
side becomes politically dominant. The burden of stabilization is sometimes quite unequal, with the politically weaker groups
bearing a larger burden. Often this means
the lower classes, with the burden of a successful stabilization being regressive.

The successful stabilizations in France
(1926) and Italy (1922-1924) coincidedwith
a clear consolidationof power by the right.
In both cases, the burdenfell disproportionately on the working class (Maier, 1975).
Poincare's1926 programincludedincreases
both of indirecttaxes and of the income tax
on the lower middle class. Except for a very
mild "once and for all" tax on real estate,
no capital levies were introduced. On the
contrary,tax rates on the wealthiestfraction
of taxpayerswere substantiallyreduced, as
documentedby Haig (1929),who concluded
that, when the fiscal crisis came to an end,
"the remedy was sought in lightening the
burden on rich taxpayersand by increasing
the levy on those of moderate means"
(p. 164).
The German stabilizationof November
1923 followed a new Enabling Act giving
7See Nouriel Roubini and Jeffrey Sachs (1989a, b)
for statistical evidence on post-1973 OECD democracies, Francesco Giavazzi and Marco Pagano (1990) on
Denmark and Ireland, and Giavazzi and Luigi Spaventa
(1988) on Italy.
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the new Stresemanngovernmentpower to
cut throughlegislativedeadlocksand quickly
adopt fiscal measures by decree. Though
the governmentthat took power in August
was a "GreatCoalition"of the rightand the
left, by autumn "the far right was more
dangerous and powerful than the socialist
left," and governmentpolicy reflected the
perceived need to appease conservativeinterest groups(Maier, 1975 p. 384).
Giavazzi and Pagano (1990) document
that the successfulDanish fiscal adjustment,
started in 1982, was made possible by the
election of a conservativegovernmentwith
a solid majority.This ended a periodmarked
by a series of minority coalition governments, unable to stop the growthof government debt.
3. Successful stabilizations are usually
precededby severalfailed attempts.Often a
previous programappears to be similar to
the successfulone.
In a war of attrition,the cost of waiting
means that the passage of time will imply
concessionon the same terms that a player
earlier found "unacceptable."The components of the successful Poincare stabilization of 1926are quite similarto his program
of 1924. Several unsuccessful attempts in
Germanyappearto be quite similarex ante
to the November1923program(Dornbusch,
1988). Many aspects of the July 1985 stabilization in Israel had been previouslyproposed but rejectedby the government.
In summary,the central role of conflict
over how the burdenof stabilizationis to be
shared, the importanceof political consolidation in the adoption of a program,and
the fact that programsthat were previously
rejected are agreed to after the passage of
time, suggests modeling delayed stabilization as arising from a war of attritionbetween differentsocioeconomicgroups.
In the basic war-of-attritionmodel from
biology (John Riley, 1980), two animalsare
fightingover a prize. Fightingis costly, and
the fight ends when one animal drops out,
with the other gaining the prize. Suppose
that the two contestants are not identical,
either in the costs of remainingin the fight
or in the utility they assign-to the prize.
Supposefurtherthat each contestant'svalue
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of these is knownonly to himself,his opponent knowingonly the distributionof these
values. The individual'sproblem is then to
choose a time of concession based on his
type (i.e., the value of his costs and payoffs),
on the distributionof his opponent'spossible type, and on the knowledge that his
opponent is solving the same problem. In
equilibrium,the time of concessionis determined by the conditionthat, at the optimal
time, the cost of remaining in the fight
another instant of time is just equal to the
expected gain from remaining,namely the
probabilitythat the rival drops out at that
instant multiplied by the gain if the rival
concedes.
For a war of attritionbetween heterogeneous individualsto give expected finite delay in concessionunder incompleteinformation, two obvious features are important.
First, there must be a cost to remainingin
the fight, that is, to not conceding.Second,
the payoff to the winner must exceed that
to the loser. In the next section, we show
how stabilizations may be modeled with
these features in mind.
II. The Model

We consider an economy as in Drazen
and Helpman (1987, 1990) in which the
governmentis runninga positive deficit (inclusive of debt service) implying growing
governmentdebt.8 Stabilizationconsists of
an increase in taxes which bringsthe deficit
to zero, so that government debt is constant. We assume that, prior to an agreement on how to share the burden of higher
taxes, the governmentis limited to highly
inefficient and distortionary methods of
public finance. In particular,monetization
of deficits,with the associatedcosts of high
andvariableinflation,is often a main source
of governmentrevenue prior to a fiscal stabilization.The level of distortionaryfinancing and, hence, the welfare loss associated
with it rise with the level of government

8Sincewe are consideringan economywith constant
output,this is equivalentto a risingdebt/GNP ratio.
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debt, where welfare losses may differ across
socioeconomicgroups.'
A second type of cost to continuingin a
war of attritionis political. For a group to
prevent the burden of a stabilizationbeing
placed on it, it must mobilize and use resources for lobbying activities to influence
the outcome of the legislativeprocess. Different groups may differ in their political
influenceand thereforein the level of effort
needed to continuefighting.In the development of the model, the first interpretation
of prestabilizationcosts is stressed, but we
will returnto politicalinterpretationsin the
concludingsection.
The benefit of stabilizationderives from
the move away from highly distortionary
methods of financinggovernmentexpenditures. In this respect, stabilizationbenefits
everybody.The differentialbenefits reflect
the fact that the increase in nondistortionarytaxes is unequallydistributed.
Concessionin our model is the agreement
by one side to bear a disproportionateshare
of the tax increase necessary to effect a
stabilization.As the examplesin the previous section illustrate, effective concession
may be reflected in a formal agreement
between the various sides (as in the Israeli
case), in the formationof a new government
that is given extraordinarypowers(as in the
French or German cases), or in the outcome of elections in which one side gains a
clear majorityand opposing groups decide
not to block their programanylonger.10
More formally, consider a small open
economywhichissues externaldebt to cover
any deficits not covered by revenues. The

9The view that the utility loss from living in an
unstabilizedeconomy flows from the use of distortionary financingof part of the governmentdeficit
raises an obviousquestion:why not simplyaccumulate
debt until an agreementcan be reachedon levyingless
distortionarytaxes? We suggest that there may be
constraintson the rate of growthof the debt, especially
if it is external,but do no model this here.
10Electionsmay also give one side a clear mandate
not because its opponents have conceded on their
distributionalobjectives,but because a majorityof voters see that side as more competent to handle an
economiccrisis.The issue of competencyis not considered here.
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economy is composed of a number of heterogeneousinterestgroupswhichdifferfrom
one another in the welfare loss they suffer
from the distortions associated with the
prestabilizationmethods of governmentfinance.
Until t = 0, the governmentbudgetis balanced, with externalgovernmentdebt constant at level bo 2 0. At t = 0 a shock hits,
reducingavailabletax revenues.From t = 0
until the date of stabilization, a fraction
(1- y) of government expenditure (inclusive of interestpayments)is coveredby issuing debt, and a fraction y is covered by
distortionarytaxation.What is importantis
not that y is fixed, but that it is positive.
Calling go the level of expendituresfrom
t = 0 until a policy change, debt b(t) evolves
accordingto
(1)

b(t) = (1- y)[rb(t) + go]

where r is the constantworld interest rate.
Taxes before the date of stabilizationare
thus
(2)

r(t) = y[rb(t) + go].

Equation(1) may be solved to yield
(3)

b(t) = boe(1-y)rt +

0

r

(e(l

-1).

This implies that (2) may be written as
(4)

r(t)

=

yrb(l-y)rt.

where b bo + go/ r, which can be shown
to be the present discountedvalue of future
tax paymentsfor any nonzero values of y
before and after stabilization.
A stabilizationconsists of an increase in
taxes sufficientto preventfurthergrowthin
the debt. Hence, taxes to be levied from the
date of stabilizationT onwardare
(2')

r(T) = rb(T) +

gT

where gT is the level of expendituresafter a
stabilization.If we assume, for simplicity,
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that gT = g0, (2') becomes
r( T) = rbe(ly)rT

(4')

Equations (3) and (4) imply that, before
the stabilization,both the debt and the distortionarytaxes grow exponentially.From
the time of stabilizationonward,the level of
debt is constant. At time T, taxes jump
upwardto the level given in (4') and remain
constantafterward.
An agreement to stabilize is an agreement on how the taxes r(T) are to be
apportioned between different interest
groups. For simplicity, assume that there
are only two groups.'1The "loser"assumes
a fraction a > 2 of the tax burdenat T, the
"winner"a fraction 1 -a. The fraction itself is not bargainedon: it is a given parameter meant to capture the degree of polarization in the society.A value of a close to
1 represents a high degree of polarization
or a lack of politicalcohesiveness.
Taxes after an agreementon a stabilization are assumed to be nondistortionary.
What is importantis that they are less distortionarythan taxes before a stabilization;
otherwise, there would in general be no
incentiveto concede, that is, to stabilize.
Infinitely-livedgroupsdifferfrom one another in the utility loss they suffer due to
distortionarytaxes. We will index group i's
loss by Oi,where 0 is drawnfrom a distribution F(0), with lower and upper bounds 0
and 0; Oiis knownonly to the group itself,
other groups knowingonly the distribution
F(0). For simplicity,we assume that the
utility loss from distortionarytaxes, Ki, is
linearin the level of taxes, namely,12
K;() = Oilr(t).

(S)

11This may be generalizedeasily to more than two
groupsif we keep the assumptionof exogenouslyfixed
shares:if one group agrees to pay a share a> l/n,
each other grouppays(1- a)/(n -1) of the burden.A
more general approachis that once one group concedes, the n -1 groupsremainingengagein a "secondround"war of attrition,and so on. This may lead to
similarresults,but it is a muchmore complexproblem,
whichwe have not explored.
12We could adopt a more general specificationfor
Ki, such as
Ki(t)

= Oi[T(t)]'+m

m > O.
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The prestabilizationdistortionarytax can be
viewed as the inflation tax. Obviously,the
treatment of inflation in this nonmonetary
model is very stylized;what is crucialin this
model is the problem of fiscal adjustment,
not the monetarydynamicsper se.13
Flow utilitydepends on consumption(c),
governmentspending(g), and the cost (K).
Though we leave the dependence of utility
on governmentexpenditureimplicit(since g
is constant over time), this dependence is
important below in treating problems of
feasibility. The level of income, y, is assumed for most of the paper to be constant
across individuals.The possible effects of
distributionof income on the timing of a
stabilizationare consideredbelow. The flow
utility of group i is linear in consumption
and of the form
(6)

ui(t) = ci(t)-

y -Ki(t).

Subtractingy in the utility function is simply a normalization.The level of income is
assumed to be high relative to the interest
payments on the debt; the importance of
this assumptionwill be made precise below.
After a stabilization,Ki = 0, as taxes after a
stabilization are nondistortionary.Henceforth, to simplifymatters, the subscripton
the function ui is suppressed.
Each group maximizesexpected present
discountedutility by choice of a time path
of consumptionand a date to concede and
agree to bear the share a of taxes if the
other group has not alreadyconceded. We

The qualitativefeatures of our results do not change
with this more general specification.The differences
will be emphasizedin what follows.
13Thetechnicaldifficultyin developingan explicitly
monetarymodel in this frameworkis the following.
Money demandshould depend on expected inflation.
The latter, in turn, is a function of the perceived
probabilitythat a stabilizationprogramis adopted in
each period.Whilein Drazenand Helpman(1990)this
probabilityis exogenous, in this paper it is endogenously determined and will depend on utility and,
therefore, on expected inflation. Hence, equilibrium
would mean a fixed point in this probabilityfunction.
Thus, it appearsto be technicallyinfeasibleto derive
endogenouslythis probabilitydistributionin a modelin
which the distributionitself affectsutilityvia the decision aboutmoney-holding.
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denote flow utility before a stabilizationby
uD(t) and the lifetime utility of the loser

and the winner from the date of stabilization onward by VL(T) and VW(T), respec-

tively.If stabilizationoccurs at time T, lifetime utility of the winner and of the loser
may then be written as
(7)

fuD(

Ui(T)

straintwith equalitygives equal utility. Denote by cD, cL, and cw consumptionbefore
a stabilization,after a stabilizationfor the
loser, and after a stabilizationfor the winner, respectively.Assumingthat each of the
two groups pays one-half of taxes before a
stabilization,we have the lifetime budget
constraints:

x)e-rxdx

(9)
+e rTVj(T)

x)e`dx

(y -

arbe(l-y)rx)e-rxdx

(

+

0

T
(10)

J

dX

a-crbe(1Y-)rT)e-rx

-

+

)e-rxdx

D(X

-T(f

cw(x)e-rxdx

ly-rbe(lv-)rx)errxdX

00

+

f(y

-(1-

a)rbe(1-7)rT

)e-rx

dx.

The following consumption path is then
clearlyfeasible:'4

EU(Ti)
= [1 -H(Ti)]
f

cL

j=W,L

where the discount rate equals the interest
rate r. Expected utility as of time 0 as a
functionof one's chosen concession time Ti
is the sum of Uw(X) multiplied by the
probabilityof one's opponent conceding at
X for all X < Ti and UL(T7) multipliedby
the probabilityof one's opponent not having conceded by Ti. If we denote by H(T)
the distributionof the opponent's optimal
time of concession (this is, of course, endogenousand will be derivedbelow) and by
h(T) the associated density function, expected utility as a functionof T is

+

+

Tc (x)e-"dx

-l

(8)

1177

U(i)

(lla)

cD(t) =y-rbe(l

(llb)

cL(t)=

(llc)

CW(t) = y-(1--at)rbe(1-y)rT

Uw(X)h(X) dx

= [1 - H(T1)] [f'uD(

x)e rx dx

+ e rTiVL (T)

+ +|xTi
[|
x=4fD

UD( Z)ee-rz

dz

<t<

y - carbe(l-y)rT

T

t2 T
t > T.

Flow utilitybefore a stabilizationis the following:
(12)

UD(t)

=-Y

jbe(l1y)rT
2

=-yr(1

+ e-rxVW(x)

)T

- Ki

+ 6i)be(l-y)rt

h(x) dx.

which is the income effect of taxes plus the
The time path of consumptionand Ti are
chosen to maximize(8).
With linear utility, any consumptionpath
satisfying the intertemporal budget con-

14We impose a conditionbelow which insuresthat
consumptionis not negativein everyperiod.
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welfare loss arisingfrom taxes being distortionary.
With constant consumptionafter a stabilization, discounted utility Vi (j = W,L) is
simply constant flow utility for each group
divided by r. Using (11) and (6) (where
Ki= 0 after a stabilization),one immediately obtains
( 13)

Vw( T) -VL( T)
= (2a -1)be(1-y)rT
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thougheach group's0 is knownto be drawn
from the same distributionF(0). For example, there are equilibriain which one group
concedes immediately.We do not investigate such equilibria,since our interest is in
demonstratingthat this type of model can
yield delay.16
PROPOSITION 1: There exists a symmetric
Nash equilibrium with each group's optimal
behavior described by a concession function
T(0), where T(0) is implicitly defined by

[

which is the present discountedvalue of the
1 12a-1
f(0)
excess taxes that the loser must pay relative
(
r
to the winner.
F(0) T'(0)
The optimal concession time for a group
with cost Oi,Ti, can now be determined.15
=y(0+ -a)
We will first derivethe solutionfor the case
in which the problem of debt service exand the initial boundary condition
ceeding income is ignored and then show
how this solutionis modifiedwhen the issue
(15)
T(0) = O.
of feasibilityis explicitlyconsidered.
We further assume, for the time being,
that 0 > a - 2. We discuss the economic
(See Appendixfor proof.)
meaning of this assumption below. Since
The right-handside of (14) is the cost of
the distributionH(T) is not known, equa- waiting another instant to concede. The
tion (8) cannot be used directly.However, left-hand side is the expected gain from
by showing that Ti is monotonic in Oi,we
waitinganotherinstantto concede, which is
can derive the relation between H(T) and
the product of the conditional probability
the known F(0), namely, 1- H(T(0))=
that one's opponent concedes (the hazard
F(0).
rate, in brackets)multipliedby the gain if
the other group concedes. Concession ocLEMMA 1: Ti'(0j)<O.
curs when the (group-specific)cost of waiting just equals the expected benefit from
(See Appendixfor a proof.)
waiting.
We now want to find a symmetricNash
The role of the assumption 0 > aequilibriumin which each group's concesshould now be clear. If a grouphas a cost 0
sion behavioris describedby the same funcsuch that 0 + 2 < a, the group would always
tion T(0). In this equilibrium,if all other
prefer to wait than to concede, since the
groups behave accordingto T(0), group i
cost of living in the unstabilizedeconomy
finds it optimal to concede according to
and bearing half the tax burden would be
T(0). Thus, the expected time of stabiliza- less than the cost associatedwith being the
tion is the expected minimum T, with the
"loser."That is, the group's T(0) would be
infinite. The above assumptionmeans that
expectationtaken over F(0). There may be
asymmetricequilibria[i.e., where groupsbehave according to different T(0)] even
_

15Thisderivation follows Christopher Bliss and Barry
Nalebuff (1984).

J

160f course, if different groups' endowmentsare
perceived to be drawn from different distributions,
each groupwill have a differentTi(O).See, for example, Drew Fudenbergand Jean Tirole(1986).
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stabilizationoccurs in finite time with probability 1 (ignoringany feasibilityissues, to
be discussedbelow).
Equation (14) is also useful in understanding the evolution of the war of attrition from the viewpoint of one side. Consider a groupwith 6 <6. At time 0, there is
some probabilitythat its opponenthas 0 = 0
and will concede immediately. If no one
concedes at time 0, both sides know that
their opponent is not type 6. At the "next"
instant the next-highesttype concedes and
so on, so as time elapses each side learns
that its opponentdoes not have a cost above
a certainlevel. When the conditionalprobability of an opponent's concession in the
next instant (based on what the group has
learned about his highest possible cost) is
such that (14) just holds, it is time to "throw
in the towel."
Let us now consider the issue of feasibility. From equation (llb), it follows that
a stabilizationin which one group pays a
share a of taxes is not feasible after T =
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and waiting until T* to be the stabilizer
with probability2. The additionof the government's threat at T* will therefore not
affectoptimalstrategyfor groupswith 6? 0.
Since T* is increasing in y and T is increasingin T*, T would be increasingin y.
Thus, as y increases, the fraction of the
distributionof groupswhose behavioris described by T(6) in Proposition1 rises. Put
anotherway, for fixed y arbitrarilyhigh, the
time until the solutionin Proposition1 holds
can also be made arbitrarilylong.
If we relaxthe assumptionthat 6 > a -2'
it is possible that no group concedes, and
stabilizationtakes place only due to intervention as above. This seems to be consistent with historicalexperience.Maier(1975)
argues that inflation stabilization in Germanyand France in the 1920'swas possible
only because the costs of living with inflation were perceived as too high by participants in the political process. In contrast,
the budget imbalances in France in the
1930's,whichwere not accompaniedby high
Indicate this value
inflation,were not resolveduntil the Second
[1/(1-y)r]ln(y/airb).
with T* and let 0* be the associated cost
World War broke out. That is, the costs of
defined by T(O*) = T*. Suppose, therefore,
the fiscalcrisismay not have been perceived
that if no concession has occurred by T*
as sufficientlyhigh to induce any group to
the governmentcloses the budget deficitby
"concede."
a combinationof expenditurecuts and disGiven concession times as a function of
tortionarytaxes which implyvery large loss
0, the expected date of stabilizationis then
of utility. If the utility loss is sufficiently the expected minimum T, the expectation
high, a group with 6 < 0* would prefer to
taken over F(O). With n playersthe probaconcede at T* than to have the distor- bilitythat a given 0 is the maximum[so that
tionarysolutionimposed.The government's T(6) is the minimum] is its density f(6)
threat thus implies that the distributionof
multipliedby the probabilitythat no other 6
concession times will have a mass point at
is higher,namely[F(6)]n- 1, multipliedby n.
T*, with concession occurringat that point
With n = 2, the expectedvalue of minimum
with probability 1 if it has not occurred T (i.e., the expected time of stabilization
before. If both groups concede at T* a
TSE) is thus
tie-breakingrule is used: a coin is flipped,
with the loser bearing the share a of
(16) TSE=2f T(x)F(x)f(x)dx.
nondistortionarytaxes.
To close the argument,the existenceof a
mass point at T* means that groups with
costs close to but above 0* (i.e., groupsthat
As long as all participantsin the process
would have conceded before T* under
initiallybelieve that someone else may have
a higher 0, stabilizationdoes not occur imstrategy T(0) if there were no mass at T*)
will now find it preferableto wait until T to
mediately. The cumulative distributionof
concede under the tie-breakingrule. Define
stabilizationtimes T is therefore 1 minus
0 > 0* as the cost when a group is indifferthe probabilitythat every group has an 0
ent between being the stabilizer at T = T(O)
lower than the value consistent with stabi-
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lization at T. With two groups,this is
(17)

S(T) = 1-[F(O(T))]2

where 0(T) is definedby T(O)= T.
Two observationsare useful in helpingto
explain the key role of heterogeneity.Suppose, first,that all groupsare identical,as in
a representative-agentmodel. If we interpret this as there being a single agent, he
knowswith probability1 that he will be the
stabilizer.Since uD is negative,equation(8)
impliesthat expectedutilityis maximizedby
choosing Ti equal to 0, that is, by stabilizing
immediately. Intuitively, if an individual
knows that he will end up bearingthe cost
of a stabilization,a cost to waiting implies
that it is optimalto act immediately.
Heterogeneity alone is not sufficient,
however,to delay stabilizations.There must
also be uncertaintyabout the cost to waiting
of other groups. If it is known to all that a
group has higher costs than anyone else,
optimal behaviorwill imply that this group
concedes immediately.Intuitively,stabilization is postponed because each interest
group believes the possibilitythat another
groupwill give up first.
In addition, it is interesting to compare
the sense in which stabilization becomes
"inevitable"in this paper with that used in
Sargentand Wallace(1981)and Drazen and
Helpman (1987, 1990). In those papers, a
positive deficit (exclusive of debt service)
implies that government debt is growing
faster than the rate of interest, so that its
present value is not convergingto 0. The
failure of this transversalitycondition to
hold (and hence the long-runinfeasibilityof
the path) is what makes the stabilization
inevitable.Here, the war of attritionends in
finite time with a stabilization,even if debt
growsmore slowlythan the rate of interest.
Hence, our approach indicates why countries whose policies are technicallyfeasible
(in the sense that the present discounted
value of the debt goes to zero) will eventually stabilize if currentpolicies involvewelfare loss.
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III. Why Do Some Countries Stabilize
Sooner than Others?

We can now ask how different parameter
values affect the expected time of a stabilization. Our goal is to see whether observable characteristics of economies explain
why some countries stabilize sooner than
others. These results are presented in several propositions and explained intuitively.
The proofs are in the Appendix. We proceed under the assumption that 0 > a -2
A. Distortionary Taxes or Monetization
PROPOSITION 2: When the utility loss
from distortionary taxation is proportional to
the level of taxes, financing a greaterfraction
of the prestabilization deficit via distortionary
taxation (a higher y) implies an earlier date
of stabilization.
This result may seem surprising, for it
says that an attempt to control the growth
of government indebtedness may actually
hasten the date of stabilization. A higher y
on the one hand implies a greater distortion
for a given deficit, inducing earlier concession. However, making more of an effort to
reduce the deficit implies that government
debt grows more slowly, and hence the
distortions which induce stabilization also
grow less fast. The first effect dominates
because our proportional specification in (5)
implies that both the gain from being the
winner and the loss from no stabilization
are proportional to the size of the debt, so
that a slower growth of the debt does not in
itself change their relative magnitudes.17
Higher monetization has the effect of raising the cost of the distortions in the unstabilized economy relative to the gain from hav-

17When the utility loss from distortionary taxation
rises more than proportionally with the level of taxes
(as in footnote 11), the effect of slower growth of the
deficit may dominate. It can be shown (details are
available from the authors upon request) that low-0
groups will concede later, so that if it happens that
both groups have low 0, increased y will mean a later
date of stabilization.
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ing another group stabilize at each point in
time. This result is consistent with the idea
that it is easier to stabilize hyperinflations
than inflations that are "only" high.18
B. Costs of Distortions
PROPOSITION 3: An increase in the costs
associated with living in an unstable economy, for an unchanged distributionof 0, will
move the expected date of a stabilization forward.
Countries with institutions that lessen the
utility loss from distortionary financing of
government expenditures (such as indexation) will, other things equal, be expected to
postpone stabilization longer.19 If the utility
loss is an increasing (perhaps convex) function of inflation, a sharp acceleration of
inflation will lead to a stabilization. This
would explain the timing of the French and
German stabilizations.
C. Political Cohesion
PROPOSITION 4: If a = 2, stabilization
occurs immediately; the larger is a above 2'
the later is the expected date of stabilization.
The difference in the shares of the burden of stabilization, a, could be interpreted
as representing the degree of political cohesion in the society. Countries with a close
to 2 can be characterized as having high
political cohesion, since the burden of stabilization is shared relatively equally, while
those where the burden is very unequal, so
that a is close to 1, are more polarized or
less cohesive. When the relative burden of a
stabilization is unequally distributed, the

18Drazen and Vittorio Grilli (1990) use a warof-attrition model to investigate how an economic "crisis," defined as a period of high (and thus costly)
inflation, actually raises total welfare by inducing
agreement over a policy change.
19The caveat here is that increased indexation may
induce greater monetization or higher prices for a
given level of monetization.
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gain from waiting in the hope that one's
opponent will concede is larger. Hence, each
group holds out longer.
This intuitive result suggests a relationship between measures of political stability
and macroeconomic outcomes. Roubini and
Sachs (1989a, b) argue that governments
composed of large, short-lived, and uncohesive coalitions are associated with large
budget deficits. They construct an index of
political cohesion and stability in the government and show a strong correlation between that index and budget deficits after
1973 in several industrial countries. One
explanation of this finding that is consistent
with our model concerns the decision-making process within the coalition. Large coalitions of politically diverse parties find it
particularly hard to reach agreements on
how to allocate tax increases or expenditure
cuts among the constituencies represented
by coalition partners. In the absence of such
an agreement, deficits grow. Alex Cukierman et al. (1990) argue that the level of
inflation in a cross-section of countries is
inversely related to measures of political
stability.
D. Income Dispersion and Longer
Delays in Stabilizing
Finally, we consider the implications of
dropping the assumption that all groups
have the same income. Greater dispersion
in the distribution of income can affect the
timing of stabilization if a group's cost is a
function of its income. As emphasized
above, delays can only occur if relative costs
are unknown to each group. If relative costs
depend upon relative income levels, this
implies that delays are observed only when
relative positions in income distribution are
unknown.
An increase in income inequality may
make relative income levels more apparent,
leading to an immediate stabilization. Consider instead a mean-preserving spread in
the distribution of income, maintaining the
assumption of uncertainty about relative incomes. Intuitively, one may conclude that
this should also lead to an earlier stabiliza-
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tion, since it means that some group will
have a highercost and thus concede earlier.
Such reasoningis incomplete,for it ignores
the change in behavior[i.e., in the function
T(6)] inducedby the change in the distribution of costs. The fatter upper tail for costs
means that each group perceives a higher
likelihoodthat its opponents'costs have increased. This perception would lead it to
hold out longer.
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IV. Summary and Extensions

Delayed stabilizationscan be explainedin
a model of rational heterogeneous agents.
However,in contrast,the same model with
a rational representativeindividualwould
yield immediatestabilization.Since manyof
the results are summarizedin the introductorysection,we concludeby discussingsome
generalizationsand by touching on some
issues that the model did not address but
which are importantin explainingstabilizaPROPOSITION 5: If the utility loss due to
tion.
distortionary taxes is a decreasing, convex
First of all, even though we considered
function of income and if income is unobservthe example of a delayed budget adjustable, a mean-preservingspread in the distriment, our argumentis much more general.
bution of income G(y) that keeps the exAny efficient policy change with significant
pected minimum of the y's constant implies a
distributionalconsequencescan be delayed
later expected date of stabilization.
by a "war of attrition":trade and financial
liberalizations are additional examples of
Note that if 0'(y) < 0, it is the "poor"who
lose the war of attrition, since the "rich" this type of policyreform.20
Second, for simplicity,no changes in exsuffer less from the prestabilizationdistorternal circumstancesfollowing the original
tions and can hold out longer.
shock were considered. More generally,
The assumptionof uncertaintyabout relduring a war of attrition, a change in the
ative incomes is perhaps more realisticunenvironment(includingaid or foreign interder the second interpretationof the costs
providedin Section II, namely,as resources vention) may lead to a change in agents'
that mustbe devotedto the politicalprocess behaviorand rapid concession by one side.
Even (or especially) when this change is
to avoidbearinga disproportionateshare of
foreseen, the war of attrition is crucial in
the burdenof stabilization.In this case, the
the delay of stabilizationuntil the external
level of group-i income, yi, would then be
change.
interpreted as the resources available for
A third generalization involves a more
political purposes. With uncertainty both
about the relative political skills of groups precise formalizationof the political process. In particular, this would lead to a
and about what fraction of their total income they are willingto devote to the politi- more satisfactorycharacterizationof the political costs involved in sheltering oneself
cal struggle,assuminguncertaintyabout relfrom bearingthe burdenof stabilization.As
ative "income"is more realistic.
in the model above, such costs may increase
An empirical finding consistent with
Proposition5 is presented by Andrew Berg with the size of the outstandingdebt: as the
and Sachs (1988), who find a correlation difference between payoffs of winners and
between the degree of income inequality losers rises, as a result of the growinglevel
and the frequency of debt rescheduling: of the debt, each side should be willing to
spend more time and resourcesin lobbying
countrieswith a more unequal income distributionhave experiencedmore difficulties activities to induce its rivals to concede.
in servicing their external debt. Although
this evidence is not directly related to the
timing of stabilizations,it is consistentwith
20Raquel Fernandez and Dani Rodrik (1990) sugthe idea that countries with more income
gest a different explanation for the postponement of
inequalitywill, at a given level of debt, find
the adoption of trade reform, based on a bias in favor
it more difficultto adopt policies necessary of the "status quo" with majority voting. Our approach
to insure solvency.
and theirs are not inconsistent.
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Since different groups differ in their political influence or access to resources, such
direct political costs will be central to the
timing of concession.
A political model also suggests alternative
interpretations of some of our results. For
example, in Proposition 3, the effect of a
shift in the distribution of 0 could be interpreted as follows. Countries with political
institutions that make it relatively more
difficult for opposing groups to "veto" stabilization programs not to their liking will
stabilize sooner. In addition, we have not
explicitly considered important political
events such as elections, the timing of which
may be related to the timing of stabilizations. An electoral victory of one side may
make it more difficult for the opponents to
block its program and shelter themselves
from the burden of stabilization. Thus, one
might expect successful stabilizations following elections with a clear winner. In the
terminology of our model, an electoral landslide may be an important signal of the
distribution of the relative strength of different groups.
Finally, we note some issues that we did
not discuss. The first is credibility. Delays in
successfully stabilizing an economy are related to what determines the probability of
success, where the "credibility" of a program has come to be seen as a crucial
ingredient of success. One notion of credibility is simply whether or not the economics of a program "make sense." For
example, the Brazilian Cruzado Plan of 1986
was not seen as credible. While technical
feasibility is necessary for success, it is
clearly not sufficient, as the failure of apparently well-designed programs indicates. This
notion of credibility thus lacks predictive
power, as Dornbusch (1988) argues, since
successful and unsuccessful programs often
appear to be quite similar ex ante. As an
example, he refers to the great similarity
between Poincare's successful 1926 program
and the failed 1924 attempt as well as several unsuccessful attempts in Germany prior
to the November 1923 program.
A second notion of credibility concerns
the degree of commitment of a policymaker
to the plan, in that he is unlikely to give in
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to pressure to abandonfiscal responsibility
and revertto inflationaryfinance.21This has
been formalizedin terms of "strong"and
"weak" policymakerswith different objective functions.A weak policymaker,after a
period of mimickingthe strong one, abandons policies of monetaryrestraint.If the
public is uncertain about the degree of
commitmentof the policymakerto fiscal responsibility,success is less likely. In these
models, the policymaker's"type,"which is
crucial, is both exogenous and unobservable. For this reason, credibilityas commitment also lackspredictivepower.
Our model suggeststhat successfulstabilizationsneed not be associatedwith a sharp
change in externalcircumstances,nor does
the program being implemented need to
look sharplydifferentfrom what had previously been proposed. The credibility and
success of a programreflects the political
support it can muster. A main message is
that necessarychangesin the level of political supportmay simplyresult from the passage of time, so that a programthat was
unsuccessfulat one point in time may later
be successful. In the war of attrition,passage of time and the accumulationof costs
lead one groupto give in and make a previously rejected program economically and
politicallyfeasible. This may come via the
politicalconsolidationof one "group"which
forces its opponent to "throwin the towel"
in the war of attrition.The role of political
consolidationas an element of "credibility"
is also emphasizedby Sargentin his discussion of hyperinflationsand in his comparison of Poincare and Thatcher (Sargent,
1982, 1984).
Second, in reality, successful stabilizations are not one-shot affairs.One component of success is the design of how the
adjustmentprocess should be spread out
over time. Our notion of timingemphasizes
the beginningof a successfulprogram,not
the timing of its stages once it has begun.
Theoretically,these differentnotionsof tim-

21Rodrik (1989) studies trade reforms from this perspective. Backus and Driffil (1985a,b), Robert Barro
(1986), and Tabellini (1988) study monetary policy.
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ing can be separated, with this paper addressingthe questionof why significantpolicy changes, multistage or otherwise, are
delayed. In fact, since stabilization takes
time, programsoften appear to be success-

ful for a period of time, only to fail subsequently. Hence, the issue of delayed
stabilization should ideally be considered
simultaneouslywith issues of both partial
and multistagestabilizations.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF LEMMA 1:
Differentiating(8) with respect to Ti, one obtains
(Al)

dEU = edT

w(T)

-

VL(T.)]
+ [1-(

VL( rVTT)
+ [1 -H(Ti)] [ui
Tih(Tj)[ Vw(Tj)-VLT)

i- rV (i)

+ dV() (i

Using the definitionsof Vw(T), VL(T), and uD(t), (Al) becomes
(A2)

dEU_
dEU

= e Ti(h(TI)(2 - l)1

-,)T

+[l-

H(Ti)]

-

yrt-

(1)r
.Oibe

T.l

Differentiatingwith respect to Oi,we obtain
d2EU
(A3)

=

d1Td

{ [1- H(Ti)] yrbe(l-y)rTie-rT

<0.

Equation(A3) means that, when others are acting optimally,dEU/dT is decreasingin Oi.
Optimalconcessiontime Ti is thereforemonotonicallydecreasingin Oi.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION1:22
Suppose that the other interest groupis acting accordingto T(O),the optimalconcession
time for a group with utility cost 0. Choosing a time Ti as above would be equivalentto
choosinga value Oiand concedingat time Ti= T(Oi). After the changein variables,equation
(8) becomes
(A4) EU(w,O0)

=

F(Oi)[f6

dx + e-rT(Oi)VL(T(Oi))j

uD(x)e-rT(x)Tl(x)

dz + e-rT(x)VW(T(x))jf(x)

l

+l=

uD(z)e-rT(z)T1(z)

dx.

Differentiatingwith respect to Oi and setting the resulting expression equal to zero, we
obtain (droppingthe i subscript)
(A5)

dEU
dO

A

=

A

A

f (O)[ Vw(T(O))

-_VL

A

(T(O)) + F(O)IuD(O,6

22This proof closely follows Bliss and Nalebuff (1984).

L

dVLT

A
-

rVL +

I~
T'(6) = 0

dT j
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which becomes, after substitutions,
(A6)
(A6)

~dEU
Afw

A1)

A

A0

f
=-f(H)(2a-1)-F(0)yr(H

+ 2-a)T'(H)=

Now, by the definition of T(6) as the optimal time of concession for a group with cost 0,
6 = 0 when 0 is chosen optimally. The first-order condition (A6) evaluated at 0 = 0 implies
(14). [Substituting T'(0) evaluated at 0 from (14) into (A6), one sees that the second-order
condition is satisfied, since (A6) then implies that sign(dEU/d6)=
sign(6 - 0).]
To derive the initial boundary condition, note first that, for any value of 0 < 0, the gain to
having the opponent concede is positive. Therefore, as long as f(6) is nonzero, groups with
0 < 0 will not concede immediately. This in turn implies that a group with 0 = 0 (i.e., a group
that knows it has the highest possible cost of waiting) will find it optimal to choose T(9) = 0.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2:
A higher fraction of prestabilization deficits financed by taxation corresponds to a higher
value of y. Comparing the optimal time of concession as a function of 0 for j > y, we have
(A7)

(AT)

f(6)
T'(H)=F(o)

!'(O)

-~~

f(6)

(2a-l)/r
y(H+ --)
(2a-l)/r

Since VW- VL is the same in both cases, the initial boundary condition is the same for y
and j, that is, T(6) = ?(0) = 0. Inspection of (A7) and (A7') indicates that T'(0) > T'(0) for
all values of 0. Combining these two results, we have that T() > T(6) for 0 < 0. Equation
(16) then implies that TSE < TSE.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3:
A multiplicative shift in 0 has an identical effect to an increase in y in Proposition 2. By
an argument analogous to the one used in that proof, T(O) will shift down, and hence TSE
will fall.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4:
When or= 2, VW= VL. Since there are costs to not conceding, it is optimal to concede
immediately. To prove the second part of the proposition, the same argument as in
Proposition 2 shows that T() = T(g) = 0 for i > a. Since the right-hand side of (14)
decreases with an increase a, T'(0) < T'(0) for all values of 0. Using the same reasoning as
in Proposition 2, we have that T(0) > T(0) for 0 < 0. Equation (16) implies ISE > TSE.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5:
Suppose Oi= 0(yi) with 6' < 0, where a group's income yi is unobservable. Let G(y, a) be
the distribution of income with bounds y and y, where increases in a correspond to a more
dispersed income distribution. Increasing a corresponds to a mean-preserving spread of
income if for some y
Go,(y,)

20

for y <

Gr(y,a)

<0

for y >
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The expected minimumvalue of y can be written as
Y[1-G(x,u)]g(x,u)xdx

E(Ymin)=2

(A8)

which by integrationby parts equals f)Il - G(x, a)]2 dx. Constantexpected Yminimplies
dx =0.

[1 - G(x,u)]Gr(x,a)

f

(A9)

Equations(A9) and (16) imply
(A10)

TSE(U)

= 2 YT(x, a) [1-G(x, o)]

g(x, a) dx.

Repeated integrationby parts implies that (A1O)can be written as

(All)

2

S(,=2a-1
TSE(o)0=-__-

2

1

2

+

flY
(1 - G(x,
y2

[
))2

1
0(

1

0'(x)d

)+ 1

If the change in af does not affect the lower bound y and if (d 20/dy2) ? , we have
2a-1

dTsE(O)
(A12)

du

> -

ry

2

1

Y
1

-
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